Presbytery Associates’ Project Team
A 6 to 10 month flow chart

1. Referral from COM — issues id'd, other insights
2. Presbytery Associates’ Project Team determines its ability to be of assistance to referred congregation
3. If a match, relationship, trust development — COMMUNICATIONS
   - Assessment begins
4. ID and clarify issues, goals, timeline, challenges and hoped for outcomes with pastor and session (congregation)
5. ASSESSMENT IS CONTINUALLY REVIEWED AND DISCUSSED WITH PASTOR & SESSION
6. ASSESSMENT CONTINUES
7. FULL PROJECT TEAM IS CONTINUALLY CONSULTED
8. ASSESSMENT CONTINUES; MVL Council, COM and FPOC are updated periodically
9. Regular consultations with pastor and session
10. RESULTS/RECOMMENDATIONS ARE DISCUSSED WITH PASTOR & SESSION
11. RESULTS/RECOMMENDATIONS ARE DISCUSSED DURING A TOWN HALL MEETING
12. NEXT STEPS FOR PASTOR & CONGREGATION ARE DISCUSSED.
13. MVL Council, COM and FPOC are updated
14. PROJECT TEAM CONCLUDES WORK WITH THIS PASTOR/CONGREGATION